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About This Content

This pack brings you three new exciting Great Mages to choose from in your fight for Ardania. Each mages comes with special
faction perks.

This pack includes:

Chief Justice: The Chief Justice of Dauros Court already passed the sentence on the United One, and now joins the
ranks of the Great Mages to personally see the sentence executed.

 A powerfull leader of the Svarts, indeed.

The old strider: An old and mysterious strider joins the race of the Great Mages for Ardania. He is not that experienced
in magic, but still has a pair of aces up his sleeve as he leads his army for Planestriders to

Tal Kalessil: the ancient dragon of magic in all his glory. Tal Kalessil is so powerfull that he actually starts the game as
an incarnate ancient dragon! The downside is that you start without a city or any units, but the dragon is mighty enough
to conquer other cities and make them his own!
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Title: Warlock 2: Three Mighty Mages
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Ino-Co Plus
Release Date: 21 Oct, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Vista 64-bit, Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Dual Core CPU with 2,66GHz clock speed or higher

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GeForce 8600 GT or ATI Radeon HD 6570

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: 2 GB available space

English,German,Russian
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Not enough content for the price but if you get it on sale I recommend buying it. Do you have people to play this with? Yes?
Okay, you should definitely buy this.
However, if you'll be playing it in single player, you can only expect about... How many hours do I have on record? 2.3?
That's about as much time as you'll be getting out of it.
However, it is really good! It's simple, and you can get a grasp on its mechanics pretty quickly if you have decent reflexes. That
being said, for anyone who doesn't normally play video games, it could come off as super confusing--the jetpack is delayed and
accelerates awkwardly, you can die in an instant because the maps are so small, and you'll undoubtedly blow your own brains out
with the plasma cannon numerous times (it bounces off walls). However, if you take some time to get a feel for the game, it's
really good. And, like I said, simple.
Buy it to ♥♥♥♥ around with friends. I could see impromptu tournaments being really fun. However, if you're going to be
playing singleplayer, spend your money elsewhere. You won't be getting the intended experience.. I'd very much like to see a co-
op that can be done across internet. I'd like to play this game with my friend who lives in Western Australia and I live in Sydney.
If that were the case I'd be happy to buy a copy for a few of my friends, what would be even better is a more progress dependant
system. Being able to find weapons and keep them instead of searching for them again. A rather large step ahead of that would
be levels and experience points to upgrade certain skills and abilities. unlocking more powers and tricks, weapons like wands
and staffs that allow you to use magic or bows. All of these things would really make the game more appealing and I would love
to see them in it. Maybe even an MMO style when the game gets popular. like traiding between players, guilds and clans,
parties, maybe even a pvp mode with an open area.

In other words. This game is great. But something is missing. That something is more variety and multiplayer being a main thing
of the game. If you look at the games that have thrived for long you see regularly updated multiplayer games. Often games that
dont require a sequel for more content. games that are always tweaked and have new things and events. all of this is not possible
without multiplayer. Team Fortress 2, a class based MULTIPLAYER shooter. It has lived well for 10 years and it is still living.
All thanks to its regular updates, community added items and gamemodes, a variety of items to find and keep, a trading and
marketing system. These things are what make a game shoot for the stars.

Other than what this game needs, it is an early access game. It's new and definately going to change. This game could be a
goldmine waiting to be dug out. If regular updates, community made mods and other content, more social and online stuff and a
larger variety of unique weapons all doing different stuff and a leveling system are added. I will definately never get sick of this
game. I will tell all my friends about it's amazing community, its guild system and its endless variety of things to do.

This game is a gold mine waiting to be dug out.

I am obsessed with this game. It's a shame that it does not have a proper multiplayer at the moment.. Ok for what at is I like it so
far. Obviously has allot of work to go. However it seems to me that the devs really have there heart in this project. I would
deffinatly recomend giving this one a shot.. The damage model is great and the engine works realisticly
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Absolutely fantastic. One of the best virtual reality sport games on the market. I can't wait for more games from this up-and-
coming artist.. fun with friends wounds for everyone oh and draw a new hand. Overall Score - 9.5
Gameplay - 9\/10
Story - 10\/10
Sound - 10\/10
Visuals - 9\/10

Duke of Defense is a great Indie game. It is a wonderful Tower Defense game with a quirky Hack and Slash feel. If you wanted
the strategy of Tower Defense with an action feel then look no further. Currently, there are eight different towers in the game.
You unlock skill points to change the way you progress through the game. It took around six hours for me to beat the game and
around eight to ten to 100% the game. Only thing I have yet to manage is beating the bosses without getting hit, but luckily you
can 100% the game without doing this. The price tag is acceptable for an Indie game and the amount I spent playing it. The
developer, Seabass (The Human), is very responsive in the forums and has responded to feedback already. Duke of Defense has
plenty of potential and I would love to see it grow into something more.

Gameplay 9\/10
Duke of Defense fills a void that I've desired in the Tower Defense genre while still maintaining that demand for tower
placement strategy. The game blends Hack and Slash with Tower Defense. It is a more simple Tower Defense in terms of tower
placement. You have trees that you can turn into towers. You'll have to pay gold to build towers, but upgrading them requires
you to stand on top of them. If you look underneath the tower you stand on you will see a progress bar and when filled you can
upgrade your tower without a gold fee. Plenty of towers are currently in the game, eight in total, most all of them are basic in
terms of the Tower Defense genre, i.e. ranged, single target, area-of-effect, slow, etc. You also have the ability to run around the
level with your character and strike enemies with your sword. Be careful though, you can get hit by creatures and lose your coins
similar to our blue hedgehog friend. I wish there was more mobility in the game like a strafe option, but it works with it's
formula. Duke of Defense also features small skill trees to change up the way you progress. Plenty of content to play here and
couch coop mode. It took me around eight to ten hours to complete the game and 100% the achievements. If you really enjoy it
like I did I'm sure you will be craving more. The game is being released on consoles soon, so maybe one day with a level
editor\/sharing tool we could have more.

Story 10\/10
Duke of Defense is a humorous tale about a knight's rise to the Duke of Defense and his tale of defending the land. It's a Tower
Defense game, so myself I'm not expecting a crazy good story. Some games in the genre have tried, but I'm personally not a fan
most times. Duke of Defense has cutscenes that go along with the story. I have to say that I laughed out loud a handful of times.
You fight goblins and wizards along your journey as the Duke of Defense. You get through it with the help of your friends.
Most of them being human friends, all of them having benefits. Not those benefits, get your mind out of the gutter. Play the
game and you'll know what I meant.

Sound 10\/10
First thing that blew me away with Duke of Defense was the rocking tunes featured in the game. I'm a huge fan of video game
soundtracks, so it's nice to hear a great tune in a video game for me. The rest of the sound effects in the game are great. The
music and sound effects together blend well to put you in the atmoshpere. Great feel for a indie game.

Visuals 9\/10
Duke of Defense features beautiful pixel art. Objects become transparent if you place your character behind them, which can be
really helpful during fights where you have to dodge attacks. Enemies have visible health bars on top of their heads, but not too
much to interfere with seeing the enemies themselves. All kinds of cosmetic heads have been put in the game to customize the
look of your character which can help in couch coop mode. I love the look of the towers and that they look different at max
level. All of the level detail is amazing with a few different biomes. There are a handful of cutscenes as well. My only two
problems with the visuals are that some boss attacks are the same colors as their indicators and sometimes similar colors on the
level floor and the fact that I cannot skip cutscenes and dialog. Ice Wizard is rough, worst part is sitting through the dialog over
and over again.. I finished Chapter one, I like the game, so far that I played there isn't much to the story. But the game play is
fun, the controls are a little off, but beside that it's fun! But I think 19.99$ is a bit overpriced, but thanks to the Steam Sale I got
it for 9.99$ Which feels like a better price
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8/10. Nearly\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665myself the first half then
started\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665myself the second half from giggling with the squad.. Viva
La Raza!. FPV Air 2 is definitely worth the price. Not alot of bells and whistles. But the physics are the best ive encountered..
Here's my first time gameplay video: https:\/\/youtu.be\/dasSgyvO108

Overall this is a pleasent little game; it runs well and the graphics are pretty.

For some reason I can't get over how derpy the face of fish you control looks; kept making me laugh. For me it got a bit
repetative after the 10th wave but my attention span is meh and I was drunk at the time of playing. I think the price is a bit
much for what they're asking; I feel at most maybe $10; but I'm keeping it anyways since I know my 4 year old neice and
nephew will love playing this.. Not a bad game but in the end not worth your time. It was obviously ported from mobile game
and it shows across the board
- menu structure can't deny it's roots at times it is useless with a gamepad
- graphics are barely OK on screenshots but the animations with cheap rigging look awful in motion
- worst of all the core gameplay loop barely works. Motion is stilted leading to either to static fights or a lot of cheap hits once
enemies with longer reach appear
- boss fights seem nonsensical due to lack of proper motion

On the plus side the RPG loop is motivating on its on and later stages have some light puzzle elements that kept me interested.
Not interested enough to finish but at least I don't regret the time spend.
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